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2 articles on expressing risk of side-effects: 

• Comparison of two methods of presenting risk information to patients 
about the side effects of medicines (2004)
P Knapp, D K Raynor, D C Berry
• Combined verbal and numerical expressions increase perceived risk of 

medicine side-effects: a randomized controlled trial of EMA 
recommendations (2014)
Peter Knapp, Peter H Gardner and Elizabeth Woolf



Step 1: Verbal vs. numeric



2 conditions: 

Verbal:
“Atorvastatin is associated with 
some side effects. It can cause 
pancreatitis. This is a rare side 
effect of the medicine.”

Numeric:
“Atorvastatin is associated with 
some side effects. It can cause 
pancreatitis. This side effect 
occurs in 0.04% (that is, 4 in 
10,000) people who take this 
medicine.”

Question (one of 6): 
What do you think is the probability that YOU will experience this side effect 
from taking atorvastatin? Please state your answer as a percentage.



Note:

“Verbal” group did not see the probability table



Result: larger probability estimate for verbal 
condition



No surprise:
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“Rarely”:
Mean = 13%
5%-95% percentile: [2, 30]

Willems, S. J. W., Albers, C. J. and Smeets, I. (2020). 
‘Variability in the interpretation of probability phrases used in 
Dutch news articles — a risk for miscommunication’.
JCOM 19 (02), A03.



Step 2: include numerical information

Update European Medicines Agency requirements:
Express risk by combining words and frequency bands

Example:
“Common: may affect up to 1 in 10 people.”



Two indicators of uncertainty:

Example:
“Common: may affect up to 1 in 10 people.”

• Rate imprecision: “up to”
• Uncertainty of event: “may affect”



Set-up of study:

Numerical only vs. combined verbal and numerical

May vs. will

Group 1: numerical terms only:

“may affect up to 1 in 10 people”

Group 2: combined verbal and numerical: 

“Common: may affect up to 1 in 10 people”

Group 3: numerical terms only:

“will affect up to 1 in 10 people”

Group 4: combined verbal and numerical:

“Common: will affect up to 1 in 10 people“



Scenario given: verbal + numeric



Scenario given: numeric only



Scenario given: verbal + numeric
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Scenario given: numeric only
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Questions (6 of 11):

What do you thing is the chance that you will have aching joints and 
muscles from taking Paclitaxel? 
• Severe anaemia
• Serious allergic reaction
• Itching
• Dizziness
• Fits
• ANY side effect
-> one of each rate + overall 



Participants:

Numerical only vs. combined verbal and numerical

May vs. will

Group 1: numerical terms only:

“may affect up to 1 in 10 people”

N = 91

Group 2: combined verbal and numerical: 

“Common: may affect up to 1 in 10 people”

N = 85

Group 3: numerical terms only:

“will affect up to 1 in 10 people”

N = 77

Group 4: combined verbal and numerical:

“Common: will affect up to 1 in 10 people“

N = 86

Note: ¾ of the participants were university graduates and/or had a professional 
qualifications



Results: numeric vs. combination



Results:

Number of participants per comparison differ?



Results:

Mean interpretations higher in combined group (not all significant).



Results:

Large variances within groups



Results:

Mean interpretations much higher than stated numerical values.



Results: may vs. will



Results:

No significant differences



Main conclusion:

The use of combined verbal and numerical risk expressions lead to 
significant overestimations of risk of the side effects.



What would work?

• Overestimation of probability, even if only numeric interpretations 
were given
• Note: ¾ of the participants were university graduates and/or had a 

professional qualifications
• Authors: Low incident rates, greater potential to overestimate (instead of 

underestimate)


